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3 year warranty, unique in the market! 
All VETUS boat equipment products come with a 3 year warranty. Because of our long experience, careful 
choice of materials and stringent quality controls, we have the confidence to offer this warranty. For advice, 
installation and service you can always rely on our worldwide network of VETUS dealers. 

NEW PRODUCT

ELECTRICITY ON BOARD
VEDC110TCVETUS 110 Ampère Deep Cycle battery

Charged-up to zip around

VETUS introduces a new battery specifically for electric boating: meet the all-new VEDC1110TC.

The VEDC110TC is a group 31 “Deep Cycle / Semi-traction” battery featuring two different connections. One set 
of conventional tapered posts and one set of threaded connections (5/16 “) for cable lugs. Thicker plates inside 
the battery allow deeper discharging (up to 75%) compared to conventional batteries and can be used for cyclic 
applications. Because of this, the battery is very suitable for electric boating where the battery is discharged over 
a longer period of time.
 
Prolonged cruising with your electric vessel? The VEDC110TC is the perfect match

Compact, powerful and with stamina: this battery is the solution for every boat 
with electric propulsion. Due to its high CCA value, the VEDC110TC is also very 
suitable as a service battery. The VEDC110TC is directly available from stock.

Highlights
• Suitable for heavy use over a longer period of time
• Two different connections
• Thicker battery plates 
• Dischargeable up to 75%
• Compact
• Very suitable for electric propulsion or as a service battery

X = Not recommended XX = Suitable XXX = Recommended  XXXX = Highly recommended

VEDC110TC

Voltage 12V

Capacity C20 110Ah

Capacity C5 90Ah

Cold Cranking Amps 
CCA (EN)

800A

Reserve capacity in 
minutes at 25A

208

Dimensions LxBxH 330x175x240

Weight 25,3KG

BATBOX BATBOXL

EXPORT price (ex VAT) € 178,64

Application VEDC110TC SMF AGM

Engine starting XXXX XXXX XXX

Generator starting XXXX XXXX XXXX

Bow thruster XXXX XXX XXX

Anchor windlass XXXX XXXX XXXX

Pumps XXX XXX XXX

Use with invertor XXXX XX XXX

Refrigeration XXXX X XXX

Air conditioning XXXX X XXX

Lighting XXXX X XXX

Electric propulsion XXXX X XXX


